The Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin is one of the largest university hospitals in Europe representing a single medical faculty that serves both Humboldt Universität zu Berlin and Freie Universität Berlin. Clinical care, re-search and teaching is delivered by physicians and researchers of the highest international standard. The Charité extends over four campuses, and has close to 100 different Departments and Institutes, which form a total of 17 different CharitéCenters. Charité is certified by the audit “family-friendly university” and a member of the “Dual Career Network Berlin” (www.dualcareer-berlin.de).

The cluster «Matters of Activity. Image Space Material« (host institution: Humboldt-University Berlin) aims to lay the foundation for a new culture of materials. The vision of the Cluster is to rediscover the analogue in the activity of images, spaces and materials in the digital age. Biology and technology, mind and material, nature and culture intertwine in a new way. In this context, the interdisciplinary research and development of sustainable practices and structures is a central concern in areas such as architecture and soft robotics, textiles, materials and digital filters, and surgical cutting techniques. https://www.matters-of-activity.de/en/about/92/matters-of-activity-image-space-material

The Department of Surgery of the Charité (Director: Prof. Dr. Johann Pratschke) at the Charité Center 8 (Charité Center for Surgery) invites applications for the following position:

Junior Professorship for Digital Surgery and interdisciplinary Technology Research (Salary Group: W1 BBesG-ÜfBE, non-tenured) (Ref No.: Prof. 546/2020)

The initial appointment is for three years with the optional extension for another three years following successful evaluation. It is aimed to turn the Junior Professorship into a W2-Professorship (Salary Group: W2 BBesG-ÜfBE) after six years.

The successful candidate has to fulfill the appointment requirements in accordance with § 102a of the Berlin Higher Education Act (Berliner Hochschulgesetz, Gem. § 102a BerlHG) and needs to credibly demonstrate through his/her previous scientific work that he/she is able to fulfil the expectations of the junior professorship. One of the tasks of this junior professorship is the appropriate representation of the research area mentioned above.

Within the framework of the above-mentioned Cluster of Excellence, he/she is expected to evaluate, accompany and advance the digital transformation in surgery and related disciplines as well as expand the repertoire of methods and initiate innovations. In cooperation with the Research Areas “Cutting” and “Material Form Function” of the Cluster of Excellence, new surgical cutting techniques are to be investigated and developed. It is planned to be linked to the currently being established institutions, The Simulated Human Being (Si-M) and the Berlin Simulation and Training Centre (BeST).

In addition to the tasks mentioned, the following three fields of activity are to be covered:

**Interdisciplinary knowledge transfer:**
- Implementation of new applications from areas such as deep learning, extended reality (mixed and virtual reality) or robotics in surgical practice requires an intensification of interdisciplinary cooperation
- continuous exchange between industry and practice as well as with adjacent disciplines (e.g. radiology)
- Integration of a growing number of applications and competencies from areas outside established medical technology, e.g. game design, computer science or human factor studies
**Technology assessment:**
- Sustainable implementation of digital technologies through opportunity and risk assessment
- Advising the Surgical Clinic on investment decisions through appropriate risk and media competency

**Innovation:**
- Identification of concrete application locations and practices of digital surgery within the clinic and experimental research (e.g. use of technologies in the context of biomedical research approaches to organ replacement as well as oncological models) for future Living Labs and to demonstrate these to the public
- Integration of users, research projects and start-ups also outside the Clinic

The successful candidate will be engaged in teaching activities of the medical education curriculum at Charité, supervise Master and Doctoral candidates, and participate in academic self-organization. In addition, the candidate should present concepts for a good supervision of doctoral students as well as for the integration of his/her research activities into the teaching of the Charité.

Appointment requirements are governed by article 102a of the Berlin Higher Education Act (Berliner Hochschulgesetz: § 102a BerlHG). Completed university degree in natural sciences, humanities and/or life sciences or any other related field of medicine or non-medicine is required. In addition, a doctorate (Ph.D and/or M.D.) and significant post-doctoral experience are required. Basic medical knowledge is desired.

The Charité is an equal opportunity employer committed to excellence through diversity. As women are under-represented in academics, we explicitly encourage women to send in their application. Women will be given preference over equally qualified men (within the framework of the legal possibilities). We value diversity and therefore welcome all applications - regardless of gender, nationality, social background, religion or age. Equally qualified applicants with disabilities will be given preference.

Written applications according to the format specified on [https://career.charite.de/am/calls/application_notes.pdf](https://career.charite.de/am/calls/application_notes.pdf) should be submitted by 19 June 2020 under [https://career.charite.de](https://career.charite.de).

For further questions on details, please contact Prof. Dr. Igor Maximilian Sauer; [igor.sauer@charite.de](mailto:igor.sauer@charite.de)